
«.luji-j u »niiny m isauo uuiiici Hing nypnosis, sucn aS ine natüre öf
jgestibility, affect and nypnosis, hysteria, transference, and the thera-
itic applications of hypnosis. The author is a psychiatrist and bis psy-
janalytic orientation flavors many of the discussions. He is French, and
ith bis stated purpose (presenting "a preliminary outline of the ränge of
estions which arise today with regard to hypnosis") and bis style are
fter understood when it is remembered that hypnosis still arouses consid-
ible resistance in France even today. He has an interesting style of
iting, using many illustrations, examples, and anecdotes that hold the
ention and interest of the reader. There is a very brief table of Contents
d a very limited name and subject index. Considering the topics dis-
ssed, the list of references is selective and limited. Undergraduates
owing little about hypnosis would find the book of interest, but knowl-
geable graduates and Professionals would probably find the book super-
ial and of limited value.

)MMUN1CATION DISORDERS, ed. by R.W. Rieber. Plenum,
1981. 356p (Applied psycholinguistics and communication disor-
ders) index 80-18394. 27.50 ISBN 0-306-40527-X. CIP

iparently designed äs a text for a survey course in communicative disor-
•s. Although the authors are all recognized experts and many important
lies are covered, the book misses the mark. It does not cover the etiology
i symptomatology of speech, language, and hearing problems äs well äs
mmunication Disorders: An Introduction by R.J. Van Hattum (1980)
r remediation äs well äs the old, old Standard Speech Correction: Princi-
sandMethods by C.G. Van Riper (6th ed., 1978). The arrangement of
rics is interesting: Peripheral Disturbances, Central Disturbances, Psy-
jlogical-Interpersonal Disturbances. However, some might disagree
h the choices in each of the categories and certainly the selection is
litrary at best. In view of the competition, this cannot be considered äs a
•ticularly valuable addition to a library.

»HER, Roger. Getting to yea: negotiating agreement without giving
in, by Roger Kisher and William Ury. Houghton Mifflin, 1981.
163p 81-6515. 10.95 ISBN 0-395-31757-6. CIP

ich of what is included in this small volume is available in various
blications ranging from labor-management negotiations to counseling
marital problems. The authors treat negotiating äs an integral pari of

iryday life and illustrate this with a wide selection of examples. This
rk is an offshoot of the Harvard Negotiating Project, and, although it is
te easily read, it has real depth. The book presents various viewpoints
t relate the art of negotiating and suggests practical, day-to-day tech-
ues for dealing with negotiating situations. There is no bibliography,
: the approach of the authors is unique and there is little that could be
d bibliographically. The volume is written for a very broad audience and
»eil suited for public, Professional, and academic libraries.

• FOOTSTEPS: National Audiovisual Center, National Archives &
Records Service, General Services Administration, Order Section
EJ, Washington, D.C. 20409. 1979-80. 16 mm film series (30
programs) $5,400. Renlal $750. 29 min. ea. Color. 1 viewer guide
$3.50. #A00871/EJ. Videocassette series $1,755. »A00900/EJ. For
each program 16 mm sale $200. Rental $25. Videocassette sale
$65. Available for free preview to non-profit inslitutions.

Program 1: Queen for a day.
16mm #A00851/EJ
videocassetle 0A00880/EJ

Program 4: Two to get ready.
16 mm »A00854/EJ
videocassetlt 0A00883/EJ

Program 6: And we were sad, remember?
16 mm »A00856 KJ
videocasselle «A00885/KI

2ü-minute dramatization of an event in the life of a fictional family is
followed on each tape by a brief documentary involving real-life families.
In Queen for a Day, the Sandbergs, a Professional couple with two young
children, are introduced. On the particular day dramatized, everything
goes wrong for five-year old Allison who wants to be queen of her class.
Her need to be special is finally recognized by her busy but caring parents.
AndWe Were Sad, Remember? presents the contrasting ways in which the
Sandbergs face the death of the father's mother. Three of the tapes deal
with a teenage couple, Hunter and Laura Riley. The problem of impending
parenthood and the change that will result are highlighted in Two to Get
Ready. What's Cookin'? involves the Ned Rileys, relatives to Hunter and
Laura. This program is not only delightful in its approach to family
nutrition, but satisfying in the surprise resolution. /'// Dance at Your
Wedding returns to Hunter and Laura Riley äs they cope with the pain,
uncertainty, and finally the realization that their infant is hearing-impaired.
On the Brink features the Tristeros, a multi-generational family, who
discover how easily child abuse can occur in a parenting relationship. The
adults mean well, but the distinction between justified and unjustified
discipline is blurred by the intensity of the adults' other needs. All of the
portraits emcompass a realistic ränge of modern families, ethnic diversity,
economic Standing, and neighborhood settings. The viewer sees the fami-
lies in different situations. However, the recurring characters, dominant in
some Segments, supportive in others, create a sense of continuity. The
understanding of each program is deepened by its relation to the others;
there is warmth to the life depicted, and no stilted lessons are taught. The
fictionalized stories have a reality that is not diminished by the juxtaposi-
tion with the documentary segments. Based on a sampling of six tapes, this
is an excellent series. The writing, acting, and directing are of superior
quality. Compared to the general run of educational films on child develop-
ment, these programs show unusual imagination, cinematic professional-
ism, and are equal to the best commercial films. This series will encourage
much discussion within parent groups, and among students of child devel-
opment at the high school and undergraduate College level. Highly recom-
mended.

FROMM, Erich. On disobedience and other essays. Seabury, 1981.
135p 81-2260. 9.95 ISBN 0-8165-0550-X. CIP

A collection of nine essays published in various books and magazines from
1959 to 1966. Fromm was a major social and psychological thinker of the
20th Century, and although some of the essays are a bit dated (mentioning
Khrushchevism, for example), the author's powerful pleas for social justice
and bis insightful wisdom still read well. The book does make some essays
available that might be difficult of access, but a general College library with
a sampling of Fromm's many works would find this volume redundant, äs
the collection merely elaborates in various ways on his well-known humane
socialism and socially responsible neo-Freudian ideas. Minimal annota-
tions, no index.

GREGORY, Richard L. (Richard Langton). Mind in science: a history
of explanations in psychology and physics. Cambridge, 1981. 641p
ill bibl index 81-7732. 29.95 ISBN 0-521-24307-6. CIP

A broad, engaging, and eclectic introduction to the problems of perception
and epistemology in the pedagogical genre of works by Sagan and
Bronowski. Pointillistic selections from history, philosophy, archaeology,
and social and physical science (from sources ranging from popularizations
to secondary scholarship, and primary Information from Gregory's re-
search) adduce a well-defended perceptual relativism (familiär from
Gregory's narrower populär and technical works). This book should raise
considerably the sophistication of undergraduate discourse in psychology
for it alludes to a vast ränge of current academic fashion otherwise obscure
to the var ious specialists in several fields (including history of science,
ändern philosophy, and modern physics, but excluding social and political
hislory). This work is highly recommended, despite inevitable flaws of
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